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FOREWORD

At the ten beginning. this publication statts: "Clearly. a fresh look
at the problem of delinquenct is warranted. This needs to be based
on a reassessment of present public polit ire for dealing with t outhful
deviance, and on the detelopment of new linkages between an under-
standing of what causes such attic hies and what can and should be
done about them...."

DELINQUENCY PREVENTION TIIROUGII YOUTH DEVEL-
OPMENT is just that, a "fresh look" at a persistent problem that
plagues us sorely, and worsens each tear. This publication is a cogent
presentation of an emerging strategy for presenting delinquency and
helping the nation's %oink

The strategy itself fix-usses on institutional leform. without overlook-
ing the impintance of direct wolk with inditiduals and families "The
strategy stresses plot iding wit it es to help 'wet ent delinquency. as well
as to rehabilitate total' aireadt in tumble with the law. The strategy
says that youth hate legitimate roles to plat. and institutions must change
to help pnuide those mks. And the strategy states that whenever pos-
sible troubled youth should he diterted flom the jutenile justice system.
and furnished needed aid through community-based programs.

The publicatUm swam:nip.% plinciples that are offend as guides in
establishing programs of t milli development and delinquency ',retention.
It is not a -how-to-do-it' manual for pretenting delinquent-v. It is a
statement of a national strategy that can be a viable mechanism for
furnishing all our youth with the help they need and deserve.

The public ation is based on the best t urrent thinking by snore of the
countrv's leading (-dm atms. soy iologisk. youth workers, and others pro-
fessionally coneeined with the well-being of south. It was prepared over
many months by these dedicated men and women. and represents a for-
mali7ed exposition of their thoughts and ideas. The ritihg was accom-
plished by Kenneth Polk of the Unitersity of Oregon. and Solomon
Kobr:n of the VI-Mel-city of Southern California

ROBERT T. GEMIGNANI
Commi«ioner Youth Development and
Delinquent v Pre:., 'dim, .4 dminittration
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I. INTRODUCTION
P.":11% do not dile:pp:a? 11, tau', penpl, ditappo: e
of th, m. unit :.ntitti,n. at dz, n r.mt
changed.'

Pr-.z.ams fo- the effectit r prevention and control of juvenile delin-
que.icy and youth crime continue to elude del ision-makers at the national.
St ay. and local Imo Is. DI spite rapidlv expanding prevention efforts dur-
ing recent rears. illegal !what ior ht voimg people has grown more ex-
tensit e since the post W Id War 11 period. Pairing the past decade.
especially. the problem has been further t (impounded by the emergence
of new patterns of group dissidence on the part o; many young people
who were formerly free of highly sisible forms of illegal activity,

Moreover. among some youths today, both relatively rich and poor
alike. t:issidence in far too litany instances has been replaced by col-
lective withdrawal and sometimes calculated violen e. While today as
esterday. a large number of young siolators contimo to he involved in
petty theft. truancy, and, in unlit- instances. vandalism. there has now
been added to these famili.tr forms of delinquency such t iolatitms as
massive drug abuse. planned t iolrne e against established institutions, and
offenses against property anti persons.

Cnrrentl it is a fact that our corrective efforts are insufficient for
significantly preventing or controlling youthful deviance. The increased
rates speak for themsehes as an indication of our inability to prevent.
The high rates of recidivism. unfortnnately true even of many sophisti-
ated treatment efforts. speak to the failure of our -ontrol procedures.2

Clearly, a fresh look at the problem is warranted. This needs to be
based on a reassessment of present public policies for dealing with youth-

detiance. and on the development of new linkages between an un-
derstanding of what causes such actit ities and what can and should be
done about dim in ',nth v terms at the Federal. State. and local levels.
Unfortunately, mucIt of what is knov is not presently being used in
direct intertention strategies. Much of what needs to he learned is not
men being addressed in a ststematic and comprehensive manner.

The Scituate Statement

A group in ited by the Youth Development and Delinquency Pre-
vention Administration of the U.S. Department of Health. Education.
and Welfare met in Scituate. Massachusetts in June. I970, to consider
the problems of south development and delinquency prevention. There
the kernel of an idea was ads awed which might pantile come new
directions for guiding south deteloptrent programs. In the short docu-
ment produced at that meeting it w a sated:



We that out sot id! hist:lotions .11"1" )11..!1.1111111.-d in such a
U.I% as to dens ialge '.111111w!, ,1 soling Ir ple Mx -1.111v a.teptable.

lesponsible. and grants ing roles. il -se institutions should
seek ts atc of 1,1 ouling more 0 spousis e to south needs.

It went on to state that any strategs for south des elopment and de-

limpiency prevention should gi:e priority t
. programs whit h assist institutions to change in wars that pro-

side young people with socially acceptable. It-Toughie. personally
gratifying toles and assist toting people to assume such roles.

It is necessary to face immediately both what this statement cars, and
just as important's-. what is left unsaid. What is stated is an assumption.
and no more than that. that the imp ort:I-it clement in any strategy is
indtutional. rather than i uli.idnal. change. The premise is that effectise
south development plograu,s must 'tart with a consideration of the in-
stitutional font-% which impinge out youth and shape their behavior.
This was made more explicit in the -National Strategy" do(mrient which
evolved after the meeting at Scituate:

These propositions furnish a bash perspective on the problem of
delinquency by linking it firmly to specific types of failure on the
part of spy( social institutions as they seek to relate to young
people. and. in turn. to lie negatise reactions of young people to
such institutions whets the. find them wanting. It follows from this
that the development of a viable national strategy for the prevention
and reduction of delinquency rests on the identification. assessment.
and alteration of those features of institutional functioning that
impede and obctmet .1 fasorable course of youth deselopment for
all youths. p.irtiu 'daily those whose social situat makes them
most prone to the des elopmnt of delinquent t areers and to par-
ticipation in collective forms of withdrawal and deviancy.'

Such statements at this lesel do not identify which specific institu-
tions are to be changed. nor in what wars Furthermore. they do not
make a rase tor such an approach. What has to be established arm how
some features of institutional functioning create. maintain. or aggra-
s ate youthful mist widut t. and then in concrete terms I institutional
practices u an he alter( d.

In presenting a race fo- a strategy focused on institutional reform it
should be acknowledged that the idea is not without precedent. Indeed.
a major tradition in the history of delinquency prevention efforts in the
United States is the dedication to tile goals of primary prevention. goals
logicalk inrinelimug institutional Stull efforts have sought to
irmedv deficiencies in sirmaily .sers one of the significant sociali7ing
and control agent irs of sot iets most notably the family. but the school
and the neighluirlicwid as well. In( tided in this appro.,' h has been also
the pros ision of %en it/ c. such as recreation and harm ter building."
whose absence was 1t one time %%idyls assumed to be .1 t alike of de-
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linquency. Their general failure to produce the reined. sought has been
ittribuwd to the limited allocation of Hume.- and trained manpower.
The; e is no possibility of either refuting or affirming such propositions:
but it may he Awned that most such 'migrants failed to address the
basic design and operating assumptions of the institution ins oh ed. The
pres ailing if unspoken siew ...as that in their essential character they
scere well adapted to their fun( tiring. and that the task was merely to re-
move obstacles to their more rational and efficient operation. The ques-
tion of the source of sue!, obstacles. of the sense in which they were in-
rinsie to their s cry design. seems not to have arisen.

Ad.ances in knowledge and experience 4 during recent .ears have re-
affirmed the earlier wisdom of attending to problems of institutional
design and practice. They have also helped to disclose in a concrete
way elements of strut ture Ana process which ae count for the failure of
institutions to perform their manifest functions.

This institutional ;oft's does not overlook the importance of direct
work with indi.iduals and families. Attention must be given to services
directed at the pre-sermon of indkidual delinquency, as well as to the
rehabiliti.ti-nt of youths already involved with law enforcement or cor-
rectional agencies. The institutional focus emphasised in this strategy
identifies those features of the social environment whose interaction with
human pt rsonality produces malignant behmioral effects, then proceeds
to approach the indkidual. through and by means of an alteration of
some instit rational process.

Thus, the approach taken here does not deny the occurrence of in-
dkidnal pathology. or that sin h states are sometimes dilectly implicated
in delinquent behavior. But it does assert the commonly accepted dictum
that in most such cases the patliology is traceable in turn to the dam-
aging experiences encountered by the voting person as a member of the
family. or the play group. or the school. or of all three.
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H. THE CASE FOR AN
INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH

A. ( 0MMIT IMEN1 10 CONFORMITY

The most «minion w as to initiate a discussion of delinquem y pre-
s ention is to sem ch out those factors ss hich ai e pirsumed to cause de-
linquem s, then set forth p grams which addiess the auses. We pro-
pose to start somew hat differends , asking first ss hat is It that builds a
stake in «mfonnits ,' so that some south are provided ss ith a socially
ac«:ptahle CO( pt of self ss hich -insulates" against delinqucrics: The
anal sis of «mformits ss ill In gin ss itli ini examination of the character
of adult, rather than adolescent life, in of del to build a case that it is

the dental of a(tect to the tip,, of inttouttonal ( xperri nits that are the

court t of conformity in adult lift that het at the root of rnu(h adolescent
alienation and nbelhon.

B. ADUI I CONSTRAIN rs : 111E ENSTIT ( TIONAL COMPONENT S OF LEG( I IM 1TE

IDENTITY

One of the clearest facts known about delinquency. set one we often
o .1 !look, is that tt n charattendually adolescent h( hat t,,r. Law s iola-

non is s irtualls non-existent before the onset of the teenage c ars, rises

sharply....shorth after the onset of adolescence, hits its highest peak around
16 or 17, and declines i apidls after that point, becoming exceedingly
rare in middle or late adulthood.

What is it about adolescence that is so problematic? What is it that

precipitates problems at this point? As Friedenberg put it:
A great mans young people are in very serious trouble throughout
the technically des eloped and especially the Western w orld Their
trouble, moreos er, follows certain familiar common patterns; they
get into much the same kind of difficulty in s ery diffeient societies.

But it is nes ertheless strange that they should. Human life is a
continuous thr.ad w hich each of us spins to his own pattern, rich
and complex in meaning. There are no natural knots in it. Yet
knots form, nearly alw ass in adolescence.'

The knots of adolescence, we believe, can he understood most fruit-
'fully when we contrast the adolescent with the adult experience. Our
concern here is to identify those features of adult roles which are part
of "legitimate" identity, which, when fully des eloped. pros ide insulating
self-concepts. Out of the organized institutional features of conventional
adult community life, there appear to he pioduced four especially sig-
nificant components of legitimate identity : 9

1. A sense of competence, especially in ( but not limited to i the work
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role. For most, work comets the feeling that there is something not only
that they c an do. but that they do well.

2. A sense of neetufneie. Work, family, and other roles do more than
occupy time and produce mom... The. ako are the grounds for social
definitions of the self. One such is the feeling that the person has some-
thing to contribute. that What he does represents something which people
value.

3. A sense of be foreinene,e. Work. family. political and other roles
serve through their attire commitment to locate a person in a social
world, to comev a sense that he -belongs." The work setting. the family
scene, create settings and groups wherein the individual knows he has
a place. %%hene he knows that he "fits."

4. A sense of pit er or potent). One of the awesome features of con-
temporary existence is our collecti.e vulnerability to feelings of power-
lessness. The problem transcends the limited boundaries of what we
traditionally label -political." It has to do with our ability to exercise
some control over those persons. organi/ations, or institutions around is

hich are. or are attempting, to control us.
While a number of attributes can establish a basis for feelings of

power. one obvious factor is social class. Persons with high status posi-
tion. who !he in the "right" parts of town. feel that such agencies as
schools or police function in their interest, and they feel, consequently.
some control over policy.

But in the present day world, it is necessary to include in this analysis
the important ingredient of work. One obvious reason is that for large
numbers of persons it is their job which defines their economic position.
and thus their power

The way work is organized also has its effects on feelings of power.
Seeman argues that there are two control elements in work life that
relate to power: the presence of an organization that yields some con-
trol cw er work and occupational setting, and the individual's involve-
ment in such an organization:

A person's feelings of self-reliance and power are tied up with
whether he belongs to an organization that has some control over
his occupational destiny.. If he does belong to such an organintion,
union, business, or professional associationhis further feelings of
mastery are directly tied up with how actively he works in it

heth(r he has some control over :ts destiny.'°

With regard tc these four particular features of legitimate identity in
adult life, what is central is their institutional character. The feelings
of competence, meaningfulness, helongingness, and political potency de-
ie from roles in the work world especially, but also in such institutional

arenas as politics. the family, recreation, or cultural activities. These are
not things which people generate by themselves. They come from the
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social world outside. and from partit clam kinds of institutions in that
world.

In large metropolitan settings. the community one lies in also has
a direct bearing on his feelings of power. Hard data support what our
eyes tell us: when you !he in the low income areas, the quality of service
provided by sc hools, public health. and recreation is likely to he lower
than found in better areas." The neighborhood, then, exerts an effect of
its own in teme)ing to indi.iduals a conception of the extent to which
the) can influence their environment. The slum or ghetto dweller, as
a result of common practices in agencies like schools. police, or courts,
is much more likel. to feel that such institutions do not function in his
interest.

Institutions, then, are ( ntical in pros iding the conditions which gen-
erate legitimate identity. When trouble occurs in shat should he the
orderly movement into legitimate life careers. we shall look to problems
in the institutional fabric.

Are there problems in the way indi.iduals gain access to institutional
moles that might account for the emergence of illegal behavior and ille-
gitimate identity? The relmance of such a question in the case of the
adolescent should he obvious. Adolescence is assumed to he a transitional
state into adulthood. When we find systematic, recurring difficulties in
this age period. it is only seasonable to ask if these are a consequence
of the failure of institutions to provide access to experiences which would
make for a smooth progression. This perspective places the question of
individual pathology as a cause of delinquency in the context of the
role networks that define the institutions significant in the experience
of the adolescent. Institutional arrangement that consign some young
people to roles that obstn.ct normal transition to adulthood, or that rein-
force maladaptive forms of behavior, represent virulent forces directly
responsible for much individual pathology. It follows from this view
that as a practical and strategic matter the approach to the problem of
adolescent deviance, and to delinquency prevenflon and control, must
focus on institutional malfunction.

If the problem of delinquency for alienation, rebellion, and unrest)
is a product of some indi. idually based pathology, then a form of 1.-idi-
vidually centered clinic setvire is called for, such as counst :1-1g, therapy,
treannent. or behavior modification. If, on the other hand, one I uks to
the nature of institutional experiences as the source of the problem,
then he is likely to suggest that specific institutional practices he altered.
What such an approach requires, how( er, is a thorough analysis of in-
stitutional conn:ts, coupled with concrete suggestions for institutional
( hanges which link up with the causal analysis.

In the case of adolescence, it will be argued that much of what we-
call adolescent problems lies within the particular institutional practices
used to ocialire the adolescent. In this transitional period between child-
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hood and adulthood. d number of institutions function to establish rules.
regulations. statuses. and identities. In a society that places high values
on (iedentials. a critic al -et of institutions for the adolescent is fo,md
in the tu, bets n education and .sock. although other institutions
sin 11 as police. tourts. welfale. and recreation also have role, io play.
Gin en the rapid changes that ha.e occurred in this country in the past
few decades. it is raw to comprehend how the a ombined woight of these
institutional arrangements ha.e betome like an out-of-focus lens. result-
ing in the generation of feelings of meaninglessness and powerlessness
among sast numbers of %ming people. and delinquency among a few.
C. YOUTH AND THE INS'In l*TIONAI. DENIAL OF LEGITIMACY

When we compare youth and adult access to roles tin ough which a
legitimate identity may be consolidated, the contrast is striking. Our
institutions systematically. if inadvertantly, deny °ling people roles that
impart feelings of competence. meaningfulness. belongingness. or political
potency.

Starting with the last of these. we find that the young in our society
are locked into roles of passivity and powerlessness. This is especially
sisible in the law and how it operates. Juvenile court philosophy. as one
illustration. traditionally has assumed the concept of parent patriae
whereby the state becomes the ultimate parent and protector of the
young. But the young may not hold office. will not be agents of the
court. they may not write law. They must instead submit to it.

What is involved, then. is a peculiar imbalance in vouth-adult relations.
The young are to be held accountable by adults for their behavior, but
adults are not to be constrained by adolescents. Friedenberg has astutely
sized up this problem. noting in the specific instance of school attendance
laws:

Compulsory school attendan.e, however, is provided by a law which
recognizes no obligation of the school that the students can enforce.
He cannot petition to withdraw if the school is inferior. does not
maintain standards. or treats him brutally. There are other laws,
certainly. that set standards for school construction and iminte-
nance, the licensing of teachers, techniques of discipline. and
forth. and proceedings under these may be invoked if the school
does not abide by them. But they do not abate the student's obli
gation to attend the school and accept its services. his position is
purely that of a conscript who is protected by certain regulations
but in nu case permitted to use their breach as a cause fo, termi-
nating his obligation."

What is important to grasp is that this power problem is established
institutionally and flows outward through bureaucracies. Friedenberg
goes on to point out, for illusti ation, how families has t: different con-
straints than bureaucracies. The intimacy and closeness, the complex mix
of feelings. needs. or moties make families run by emotional processes

7



far remove d from the zegulations, roles, e tat °pet ating plocedures
that define bureaucratic authority. Organizational authority. especial]) in

the school, holds students in line in many destliu ti) e wa)s
A «nollat) of the school's assumption of custodial «introl of stu-

dents is that power and ittitholit) become indistinguishable. If the
school's authorth is not limited to matters pertaining to education,
it cannot 1w derived from educational responsibilities. It is a naked,
impirit al fact, to be accepted or ootrov ac cording to the pos-
sibilities of the moment. in this %%odd pow el counts mole than
legitimacy , if coo don't have power it is liaoe to ''link )oit haye
lights that must be tespected, wise up. High school students ex-
perienc e regulation orb. .ts c ontrol, not as piotection, ihey know,
fo: example. 1-., 11.t principal will generally uphold the teachez
to conflict with a student, regardless of the in nits of the case.1"

Frieckrberg notes that this is not resented b) youth, %%Inch he finds
tragi_. But, as his own analysis makes cleir, adolescents have p,ecious
ft cpions other than passivity

lion nun to feeling, of belongirgness, the young suffer under fin-
ale] constraints r,ir those below tie age of 18, the law itself denies
active pc.ittical nwokettient at local, State, (it- national level. Child labor
laws, work nermit regulations, r:us the fact that during the customary
work hours they are required to be in school, limit their 'mob einem
in work institutions.

Most convention:' iltural and recreatum activities ate funneled
through the school. The consequence is tr.ic the school, and not the
wide range of other community agencies or organizations, becomes in
many communities the principal and focal point around which any senst,
of belongingness can develop. It is no wonder that the school becomes
a major reference point in establishing who the is oid where
he belongs.

One stnerelv restrictive aspect of tli:s mode of identit formation is
that the education -1 p otc-, isolates young persons fro the rest of the
community. This separation, institutionall 'imposer', inipties the most
simple of adult-youth «niimunication processes. Youth arc not permitted
to know from expelien«. the real adult world of politics or work, and
conversely adults hate little feeling for or understanding of the social
world of adolescents. It is no wonder, then, that when problems like drug
use amergt among the young, adults find theniselx5 powei less to corn-
niunicatc, let alone understand and take constructive action to deal with
the problem.

This insulatior of the adohs.ent by means of the school becomes par-
ticularly piobli intuit in those community settings r. here in the eyes of
vast numbers of its students the school has 'come to be viewed as a dis-
credited institution. The high ley el of alienation found in the ghetto
school, in the abcence of other legitimate inctztutional e vprriences, vir-
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wally assures that c:cst numbers of students will have no access to roles
which establish them as legitimate, meaningful persons. They will hang
around, float eel di ift, as a consequence of tn fact that they are tnstitu-
ttcnally atinft. Where Is a sixteen-year-old male to go when he has
dropped out of school, when the economy pros ides no work opportunity
to the teenaget'' The issue in these sittia,ions is not whether a sense of
belonging is fostered b. the school, but whether the school as currently
constituted has any prospect of becoming a significant enough experience
for the youngster t ( offer some plomise for positive identity. The problem
is . irtually that oi creating new educational designs capable of capturing
the icyalties of the young as a basic condition for their favorable so-
ciali7ation.

When we examine the problem of usefulness, we find young people
are denied ac cess to those experiences that contribute a sense of useful-
ness among adults. Most perform no . ital function (other than growing
up). they make no important decisions. they carry out no essential or
%allied tasks. The adolescent is not likely to sell cars (or am thing else),
teach, fix broken plumbing. ;it On the city council, haul garbage, or any
other tasks. There are stay few opportunities indeed for young people
to contribute anything which is seen as essential to the community in
which they lice. TI,ev .ire. in this sense, for th? present, useless and
irrcie% am.

1 his irrelecance i; no small part of the disc ontent that has led to
adolescents' demands for "relevance."

The sense of competen«-, as is true with bsilongingness, is sharply
limited by the insularity of the school experience. While a number of
types of skill; are possible (academic, athletic, social, musical, or others
can prmide a base of competence nearly all derive their meaning 3
some type of chide/it status. Student competencies are likely to have little
or no meaning outside the school context, and to make little or no con-
tribution to the well -bung of the wider community. One can be the
"best" student debator and ,,ili not feel to the :lightest degree "relevant"
or useful because such a compete ncy has meaning only within the con-
text of the school.

In the context of the inner-city, tits problem of competence becomes
especially acute. With the massie rejection of the school ac an institu-
tion. adolescents are cut off from cc-en the limited conventional youthful
competencies. The dmelopment of competence then is free to flow along
unconventional lines This can become Pspecially critical when the young
person w thdraws fioni school, as Fleisher suggests in his analysis of the
nlationships betty een unemployment and delinquency:

While crime prone youngsters are still in school, at least some of
their time is legitimate') occupied. But after they are allowed to
drop out. time hangs heavily on their hands. If they are not able
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to find jobs. their w eds for tie things that money bu)s are not
readily satisfied letwiucatel). Therefore. the tend to resort to crime.'9

More, sic h colon on resort to crime is frequently in fact responsie
to a Very re_11 illetzitimate opportunity efruchn, in ghetto areas, capable
of proNiding for the status needs of wlgeta and ambitious youngsters.
In turn. recitivinent to rlhcrt acti% it\ senes to sustain the illev'utuate
opportunit) structure as a permanently mailable solution to the absence
of desirable alter nail\ e s.

10



III. THE ADOLESCENT AND
PROMISES OF ADULTHOOD

Adolescent life toda charactri wed shin p con.ti amts on such
important iequheineins as liclongingness. usefulness. and personal power.
Yet. despite the high le% els of delinquencx and despite occasional out-
breaks of unmet. most of tht exist( nee of most adolescents is 1 clatively
conventional. GI% en the potential of alienation that has been dew' thed.
what factors produce such conformitx ?

While many facto's are operating to reduce outhful dissiderc and
conflict, one distinct,'( feature of the adolesceia experience is that it is

a transitional state, oriented toN\ ard the promic,n of adulthood. Cons en-
tional students are likek to see lea' ning in school, for example, not as
an end in and of itself. but as a net essay in cider to cam the grade
to yam the c redits to complete the diploma, to get the bachelor's degree.
to enter graduate 01 ofessional school, or to find a decent as an
adult. Using such logic the adolescent is likely to make sense of his
present w ot Id not solely on the basis of inn nediate rewards. but on "hat
he assumes will happen to him in tuts utis e.

This promised (mine can be used. then. as a w of dealing "ith
problems of the present. A little hoz rdom here, or a dull teaches there
can be shrugged off, since after all. 'shat realb counts is what happens
"later." This is. of course. part of "hat many analysts of adolescent be-
havior ha% e labeled "Merl ed gratification," to w hi( h e should add
a slight demurrer.

T'mse ho aye most successful in their school careers are those for
whom the future looks cry good ndeed. To he sum e. the arc w illing
to 111 Ike -sacrifices" i.e.. to defei (Alm atific ations in ordei to achieve
that pi omised haute. What should not be o erlooked is that their im-
mediate social experience is lily -1 I on 1( pence of both (]teat pre cent
and anticipated cut c I 11 to be cry comfortable and sa:isfying.
A. ADOLESCEN SUCCESs ND in LINQI t NCY CONS I RAINT

What beam ing does this ha' e on delinquent ? What seems impm tam
here is how the institutions of the «immunity. and the school in par-
ticular, extending to some 'cuing persons access to i "a at ding and
gratifying, if adoles«mt. roles. build up insulating harriers against de-
\ lint e.

For one thing. such oung people may have much to lose by "getting
into trouble.' A "run ord" may jeopai di/e entry into such field, as meth-
( inc. law or education. Also impm tant arc the implications of trouble
as it might pros ide gmounds for a reassessment of social reputation seen
through the c es of parents. neighbors. peers. and teachers.
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But the constiai..ts beyond these essentially negatoe forces. For
the successful ) oungster, a number of coin( irtable social settings and
acti ities are a \ adable which pnw ide "fun clati ely but not com-
pletely l bee from houble. Athleta s. clan( es. clubs. band or OR hestra,
student errant nt. Journalism. Ind debate ate e\ ems w ith consider-
able amounts of adult snper\ ision w halt se, e to r-aninnie the likeli-
hood of troublesome oeha ion Set \ mg in addition t ) tenth)! re and nake
social') \ isible the .dolescent's claim to "stac ss" status. these acti dies
operate as a soi t1 constraint against disappo betas 1-)\ enmeshing

the young person in socially ammo\ ed settings.
B. 'I IIF; 'ROBLE 01 ULI INQI FNCY TIIF iF NMI. OF SICCESS

What of those w ho do not s,ley \I' Those adolescents for w horn no
lev .riling promise. exists are pl iced in a bind. If the adolescent experi-
ence is to be understood in terms of its plonuse aim., and if no valued
promise can he made. filet e exist the ( onditions for shah]. If the "good"
students stud,. not inimard of pet haps ( \ en at all ) out of interest

but because the) "need the grade' in order to maintain their position
in ttle flow of successful students what comparable rationale exists for
the student doing poor:\

Why should he stud\ ? Certainh, school attendance Iaw requires at-
tendance. Certainh. argument- (an be ad \ an ed about the need for a
high school diploma. Yet. such a student is in a position of a runner
beim, told to run a lace \\ien he is also told that no matte' what happens
he cann)t win.

Note. too. other c omplications. The identity one holds through aca-
competence spills o) er into other arenas, notably in the social

relations of the school. Just as those who do well become the social
"-.tars" of the school, so the unsuccessful become the pariahs. School
regulations, as \\ ell a- peei definitions. will result in a low pat ticipation
in the social acti\ ities of the school. The unsuccessful are less likely to
participate in journalism. music. student go\ eminent, or e en athletics.

Further/note. the\ w ill be grouped together in "tracks'' which set
apart the "dummies" non- college prep) from the socially acceptable
college-prep) groups. In a recent stud). a high school girl remarked

that she was alwa s ashamed to Carr) her basic hooks face up for fear
other students would see them and look down on het. The tactic clearly
is not successful in concealing status difference. As one student observed'

It really don't ha\ e to be the tests, but after the tests, thew shouldn't
be no sepal at ion in the classes. Because, as I sa again. I felt good
when I was with tan ( lass, but alien tlu \ went and srpaiatrd us
that changed us. That ( hanged our ideas. our thinking, the way we
thought about each other and turned is to enemies toward each
other be( atts( the) said I was dumb and the) \\ ere smart.'"

What is rspecialh catastrophic is the resultant c!,tetioration of the
students estimates of their ( wotth and potential.

12



How is it that delinquency can c'ine from this? In the %cora', (.t one
adolescent :

You can't get on, this, you can't get on that and the girls 'fiat were
in my class hack in the sixth gradethey look a: v, ,v "you're in
the basic section aren't you." You know, all of t sudden the guys
you use(! to hang out with won't hang out .:..11 you no more. They

ont with a new class of people. Like they're classifying them-
selves as middle class and you're low brow and, you know, you
start feeling bad and I said I can -- .ove that I'm piddle class and
I don't have to go to school to prove it.
And so I did. I got out of school. All these kid's mothers buying
them nice things in ninth and tenth grades. I said, baby, you ain't
talking about nothing--and what your mother has to buy you I
can get eeeryday. I used to sport around. YeahI used to show
them $125every day. I used to sayyou have to go to school
for 12 years and I only went for 9. (How did you get this money?)
I'd take it. (How did you take it I broke into things. I used to
have a little racket set up. I tis^d to have a protection feeany-
body who wans to comes the street, anybody who wants to come
into my territory, they has to pay me 25 cents. I gave hcys certain
areas where they couldnt' cross. A cat used to live up there. I say,
"okay that's your deadline right there. If you want to go through
this way, you give me 25 cents. If I ever catch you coming down
through this way, you got a fight on ye it hands." And they gave
me 25 c_nts.22

In the inner city, these processes take on ev.n more dramatic propor-
tions. Rates of withdrawal are high, and a much greater number of stu-
dents will he assigned to non- college tracks. The results, both economic
and psychological, are catastrophic. In a credentiated society, denial of
access to education is a certificate for unemployment. The routes or
avenues of entry to successful, conventional occupation become blocked,
thus raising questions about the merits of conventionality itself.

The adolescent in the slum. ghetto, or barrio, then, is confronted
with a school, and then community, environment that makes few promises
of legitimate success. Inevitably some will tern to other and less con-
y entional routes to valued goals. As an unfortunate aspect of this nrocess,
however, the school and related institutions will come to he seen as
discredited agencies, defeating their occasional efforts to open up new
career access mechanisms.

C. FAILURE AND DELINQUENCY

What case can he made for connecting school failure v:ith delinquency?
First, there is the evidence. Available ie,rarch suggests that levels of
misconduct arc strongly related to where the person stands in school,
the rates bring highest among those students with poor grades in the
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"basic ' (or non - college, tr:c k. acid lowest among those with high grades
and in the ce:iege piepaiatory programs."

Why should delinquency 1.e high among the academically unsuccessful'
A number of factors are at work. First, turning some of the earlier argu-
ments around, the individual who is doing poorly, and who therefore
has no valued promised future to threaten, toes not experience the ra-
tional constraint aAainst delinquency, i.e., he has loss to lose by his mis-
behavior.

Second, if poor performance has pushed the adolescent psychologically
and physically out of the school, then there is less likelihood that there
will be adult monitoring or supervision of social activities. To be sure,
this lack of supers Eion does not guarantee delinquency. (Nor does the
presence of adults assure the absence of trouble.)

The point is that when yoking people are cut off from the school,
they are simultaneously cut off from most of the adult institutions of the
community. Such service groups as the I'M-YWCA and Boy Scouts ap-
proach adolescents z is the school. As a consequence, the tradition of
such groups is to involve the "good" or "straight" students. What then
happens to the unsuccessful youngster, who is cast out from the school
and consequently cut off from adult contacts, is that he is likely to turn
to the one place where he will find acceptancea peer grouping of
other unsuccessful adolescents.

Third, delinquency and rebellion become a way of striking back. As
has been noted in a co nparable process among prison inmates, what
such behavior represents .s a way of "rejecting the rejectors."

D. INSTITIMONAL COMPONENTS OF FAILURE

Note, now, how the institutional practices contribute to the problem.
The school creates a system of evaluation and rewards by which in the
early years "bright" students are identified, to be funneled later into
"college-prep" programs. thence on to college and the consequent (as-
sumed) rewards. Thew is a hitch. The category "bright" requires the
presence of another group -"dull," the stall', of "college-prep" can have
meaning only if another group, the "non - college," exists.

There are at least four problematic aspts of this process. One, even
granting the assumptions which underlie these sorting mechanisms, they
appear to generate discontent and rebellion among those sorted at the
bottom.

Two, considerable question has been raised about the validity of the
concept "intelligence" and of our techniques for measuring it. The issue
is not whether or not people differ in the degree to which they possess
al,:lities, since obviously that is part of what creates the tremendous
s ariation in human existence. What is at issue is specifically what in-
telligence is about. and the validity and reliability (and consequent policy
questions' of mailable measurement devices, ecper;ally ac the concept
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is used to assign adolescent ''-tug and thus estaiJiish with a high degree
of probability what the young person's future ,talus is to be.

Three, the proce's calls .`- - an institutional grouping of students, a
collecting together of those with sinnlar "abilities," and thus with similar
future statuses. This segregation institutionalizes the stigma that attaches
to those cast into lo,.. ,tatwe,, creating an immediate problem of visi-
bility and humiliation, :-.nd a future problem as a result of the limited
qualifications he will possess when he leaves the school.

Four, in inner-cir:, ,,.hools, this grouping of students into a stigma-
tized, low statui encompasses for all intents and purposes the entire
school. When most students in a school are viewed by the school as being
of limited academic )oterial, the character of the school itself becomes
stamped w,th a r, ,sative label. In short, it becomes a problem school.
Such schools a. likely to receive lower financial support, to be staffed
by inexpmet,,,ed or less competent teachers, and are likely to be pre-
dominantly made up of minority groups. Such schools and the assump-
tions about udent abilities then show through their institutional prac-
tices, beci,me an integral, if unintended, device which segregates the
poor and restricts their children's access to legitimate identities.

Such schools are not likely to be seen by students as creditable places,
places whe-e adolescents can afild up a strong stake in conformity.
Quite the opposite, these schools are likely to "turn off" students, result-
ing in their drift into the streets and whatever alternative avenues for
success, however illegitimate, are available once they perceive the door
to legitima.:y as closed.

E. THE ORGANIZATIONAL BUILDING-UP OF STIGMATIZING LABELS

There is a further complication, one which brings us to the juvenile
justice-correctional system. Our institutions have come to serve as an
ar'logue to radar, identifying potential or real deviants, "locking-on"
to them, and then progressively intensifying the process of negative label-
ing, especially (but not only) in the justice-corrections process. Thus,
over the years records are accumulated and "files" built up. In many
cases, these records pile up well before contact is made with police or
court. School records especially, but also those of mental health, welfare,
and other service agencies are likely to have accumulated for "difficult"
youngsters.

The point is that even before the young person encounters the court,
there is likely to have been created grounds for questioning his claims
to legitimate status. Once such questions have been raised, there is a
heightened likelihood that in his exposure to the justice-corrections sys-
tem, a label denoting official illegitimacy will be applied.

What we encounter here is the possibility of what Lemert terms "sec-
ondary deviance," whereby the "helping" process actually becomes part
of the problem, using as an illustration the case of the juvenile court:



one of the peat paradoxes at organized so,iety is that agencies
of social control max exaterhatm or perpetuate the sen problems
they seek to amelioi te. In so doing thes foster conditions of see-
ondars dl s iance. Such des lance evoh es out of adaptations and at-
tempted adaptations to the problems created by offictal reactions
to original des lall«'. F10111 this point of view the vs:tenons, dispo-
sitions, or "treatment' imposed by the juvenile count personael
too often simpls add another series of problems to original problems
of parents and children. then further stigmatize me failures to cope
with the new piol ham. The spm'fies of this process lie in the

reactions made to Teeml stai as which sets wards apart and special
conduct standa-ds which hold them account able in %sass not ex-
pected of other chjldren. Probation exemplifies this process, whrein
a youth is forbidden to associate with persons he regatds as his

friends, a girl is hatred from seeing hen boy friend, or a child is
ordered not to see an "unfit" paient."'l

Expanding, on Lemert's ideas. there aie two major problems that con-
tribut to secondais desiation. First, the process itself frequently creates
a new and additional set of rules which apply only te those in the de-
slant category, but which sirs e principally to expand the pounds NN hereby
his behasior may be termed des iant:

A teenager pla«.d in a foster lionie is expected to obey orders of
people who ale stiaiesis, the boy placed in a ranch school must
tread a narrow path hedged with n ides, mans of which are drawn
up with his potential deviance in mind. A youth may siolate rules
with perfectly good motives--n, show loyalty to friends, to visit

with a parent, or to look for employment. In other cases a boy
may take lease from a ranch school because of ploblems beyond

his power to coke. Yet the count typically defines such actions as
"failures" or disobedient of its orders, which become legal justifi-
cation fan more sex ere measures y. hose effect is to !nose a minor
farther along the road to correctional schoo1.26

Second, each escalation of the record may ado further stigma, en-
tangling the des iant and the persons surrounding him in a web of rigidity
and self-fulfilling prophecs which may become increasingly difficult to
escape.

F. TIII. COMA RN roil ins'! RstoN

It is in the court and correctional setting that there has been the great-
est recognition of the negatise consequences of this labeling process, and
the resultant search for diversion mechanisms Three factors base con-
tributed to the trove 11)%1.t rd diversion. First. therm is the disappointing
lark of success of existing correctional prartices. Recidis ism k in

traditional institutional plorams. and ct rut 5% 1 II

ita .11 16 ii 0, f t..
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Second e\ ol ing out of concern about what ',omen terms secondary
de\ lance. there 1, a growing a\\areness that the stigma of the court for
correctional expc 'en« ma\ \ en \\ ell be counteiprodiu ti\ e for conection.
f the treatment sexes to aggra\ ate rather than ( on ect. the wisdom of

its use must be quest:ond.
hird, there is grow ins.; a\\areness that the factors \\hien forge legiti-

mat identities lie out,rdc th ( on rctional s\ stem. It is the c ommunity
arenas in experience such as found in school, work, politics, and family
life that one builds a commitment to «mfonnit\ . If correctional acti\ i-
des are to be designed to contribute to the de\ eloprnent of legitimate
identm. access must be gained, itid plog,rants developed. in such in-
stitutional arenas. Historic alh, of course, coirectional piogranis have
done just the opposite, ph)sicall\ segregating the offender and through
legal sanctions and stigma, imposing significant social bairiers to re-entry
into community life as seen, for illustration, in the difficulties of finding
a job for the ex-com wt. or in re-enrolling in school after release from
the imenile correctional facilities).

What can be differentiated. then, are tmo kinds of institutions those
\yhich control access to legarmat( identities schools, work, politics). and
those which control access to illegitimate identities (police, courts, wel-
fare). The two ate not the Sallie. While they do interlock. the will have
different buleaticratic 'logics. Creation of a legitimate person requires
addressing \\ hat it is that schools. work, politics. or families do to estab-
lish legitimacy. Illegitimac is what conies out of the "official" proc-
esses of the police, courtsind related institutions.

Most "di\ vision" progi anis initiated within the justice-correction sys-
tem are premised on the notion that not processing the individual into
an illegitimate identity (arrest. court referral, ;nstitutional disposition)
a\ olds stigma and contributes to ,t correcting experience.

The problem is that by the tin:' the person reaches the pistice-cor-
iectional 5\ stem. many of the features of an illegitimate identity may
ha\ e :dread\ been established. Overlapping records from schools, wel-
fare, mental health. and other service agencies may give eloquent testi-
mony to the person's "toughness."

When this has happened. the inoblem for the correctional %%stern is
that its effort to a\ (lid a hardening of the person's illegitimate role does
not antoinat'u ally mean that it has thereby provided him with act ess
UI legitittiarN. ()inve the opposite. in fact. If the individual has been
fixed by school. work. welfare. and other institutional experiences into
a marginal identity the institutional pressures toward illegitimai% remain.

Nnl lugathe does not in ihis instant r that
unnetliiie! imitne I lie pat: ..; 111

.%1 ,1!1,. 1::%t "Ili ti;.1!..ii-
"'At **. ..0! f Iirfq I, VI... ith .$ 1,1t
4I11 iii 111.1% %.1.. i n. 1,% IL!' if. 1,,111....11%.
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For the diversion program, what this means is that steps must be
taken to alter prf.cedures relating to illegitimacy which fall zeztizzrz the
domain of justice and correctional agencies. At the same time, ways must
be found to modify institutional practices in the educational, work, and
political arenas that lie well outside the more limited justice-correctional
system. Diversion programs, in other words, should link up with those
program arenas that can provide the experience with competence, be-
longingness, usefulness and power that are features of legitimate identity.
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IV. SOME PRINCIPLES FOR
CREATION OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION

PROGRAMS

What is to he done? The foregoing, which pro. ides a desci iption of
some of the pmlematic features of the institutional experiences of ado-
lescence, s I1 1 as es open the question of alternatil e (It elopment
strategies. I ht discussion which follow s w ill be organised to suggest,
first, some cements of a strateg) foi }oath deseloptnent efforts, and,
second, some illustrations or examples of how these ideas can be, or has e
been, iiiiplemented.

A. COMPONENTS OF A sl R 51 I GY OF YOI TO IA- LLOPMEN I I 11Rol 011
DIVERSION

1. Avoidance of Official Labeling: The Problem of Coercion
A first question to ask of a development strategy is the extent to

which it pros ides for dix ersion from the existing coercive Justice-correc-
tions system. The rationale for dil ersion lies in the growing awareness
that public labels create a visible illegitimate identity hick raises for-
midable harriers to movement into a legitimate role. Also, it is increas-
ingly apparent that the coercion inherent in justic e and correctional
systems ( the threat of prison is omnipresc nt

I is corruptive of any thera-
peutic attempts to reshape the individual's existence. The client is
forced to "play the game." to manipulate the therapy or Iehahilitative
setting because his c irs ival is at stake.

Diversion, then. becomes one of the major tasks to be undertaken in
des elopment of a rw;re effective juvenile justice system. T(i what extent
are procedures t herek %thing, people can he dealt w .0 side
the ins sem ( 1, 1 tumid ...tell;' This, .it IiiI e

gill ei.fniu
:1;.11:, r. Iii be (11 .i14 ssi!li .

in,11 itt ,I)Nsitolion sir 1'.!.9.s. ON. 144'Io 414 1444'04, fl.
Int.. v4,111411 4 .111 5 54411044 044 tIli ie. 4.44 4, II Iht 51.5 'AIM! 15111115 15

.1 17 .0. if klitt.; t (1111,1111111.11 11141(1 11; IV be
114,11 ,u 1.15 1 1;11 I. kis in furled. I his bee antes s ighly qui( klv
yawn -tumble" in i ors After the di% ersion. If th rats sit the di% en.inn
I:riit;tam illtpt Kr time %any titms (sir trmihle as mmild p,1 c. ens in the
rmirt or uric( tii,n.tl seniniz. the inmzi.olli remains clitersinuatl in name
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TO use .111 illusti anon of a common piogiam. a "special adnisrment"

clas in a high sc pool te((at ss of shates et good" xoik it max attempt.

must C elm nd sith vs hat it means to the adolescent to be in that setting.

.1s a on+, gin of tl pws,aa,a 7t,, if, he het mies seen public view

in a( 1. a -17 oublemais( a in oces,, Sdncli c dl) set off `..-O, eS of

teaction among- pert; test( hers, the adolescent himself. An unsanted

possibilit, of «mrse. Is that the sttgrna of the program creates an in-

tensification of the I e,e( non plo«'s. an increase in feelings of mutual

hostility and of apartiess, and then Iehellion.

"Flirty is ,1 qui( was of checkino to see if .1 p1o,c-41-atit is asoiding

this 'spoiled image" mohleni. examine tIn i,io,laphies c: the south in-

s-ols ed. If the :)1 ()giant is concerned only sitli "bad" adolescents which

genet all. means the xoling person had to do something "ss long" to come

to the attention of the ping-rani I, the program is of the "spoiled image"
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in decision-making acts its forcing to at least some degree what the
political scientists call a i ro-s,un game. i.e , the gains of adolescent
power result by definition in the loss of power of adults to imp.iEe de-
cisions. What is hoped for is that the gains in d? elopment of responsi-
bility and cohesion offset the potential tension which result . when per-
sons and institutions must yield power.

4. Accecc to Legttimacy. 7.4e "Sur(esc" Pioblen?

There is perhaps no issue more difficult to deal with, theoretically,
than the problem of pros iding new routes of access to legitimate iden-
tities not only for adolescents generally, but especu dly for those seen
as "troublesome." It can be hal d, indeed, to argue that ,,onng people who
base come to he seen as possessing low intellig,erc,% hunted abilits. and
are furthermore "difficult." has e something pos-i, - ,o offer and can
handle legitimate roles.

Yet, evidence that is accumulating demonstrates clearly that this is

the case. To use a limited illustration, "slow" students have been shown
not only to be effective in tutoring younger children, but also the stu-
dents themselves change remarkably in the process.

Note what such an experience provides. Fiist, it provides a new, and
valued, way of establishing competence. Rather than being another ab-
stract educational experience, the young person can actnely engage in
a process which can gle him the sense that he can do something. Second,
it builds a sense of contribution to the school, and by extension (with
but a small amount of publicity) to the community. Not only can the
student do something, but what it is comes to be seen by himself and
others as meaningful; it contributes to the school. Third, it can deselop
a sense of belonging, both to the school, and when done properl:. to the
profession of teaching. For the troublesome youngster for whom the
school has lonz been alien territory. the development of such a sense
of belonginz can possess dramatic implidtions.

We (-,f1) IIIMA Mt *.t.nto. 44 Ow oftlioll ell Stli,t1 "14(1,1;,,,I, th ,I 1.o
lite'r'al 14, 1114.% kb .s LI: `.1,i M4' t ,11111./ elf .. /,. I, ,fil,,,,, l',1 -t 11 II
.,1 1 I.. .1 ill.. 041,11 L, 1-,,1,1}1i,II. sitar t411.114! 1'et9110. 1117 'MIMI' III,' it,III
Itif,..1/11 kik(' 114P.111 0.,111,1i I s III I 40/1/1111:11e tit fits 01:11111111111. Chi%
,01111)4)411) Is iIIIII, dIlli Mit 'kin the dassl al rehabilitation ptogras,
which hegin with the premise ilia, the south has a problem which
must be identified and corrected.

Second. the program prtheeds immediately to place the young person
in an active role where something valuable is contributed. rather than
in a passiNe role where some service is provided.

Third, it is located within a legitimate institution, the school, a crucial
factor in the formation of legitimate identities.

Fourth, the tutoring experience c an be organized quite easily so that
a mix of "good" and "bad," "smart" and "dumb" students is possible.
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Fifth. the actisit constitutes dweismn, both in the sense that it is not

«rinect, d ss ith the conic process and in that legal coercion is not pres-

ent, . the i -ogram is p rely %) rntar..

In 4ir ;or. %se cap see, U. 7, that cr, 'ion of acres, to legiti-
macy ordinarily wilt tlepend on deselopment of pi,grain, imol%ing edu-
cation and work. and probabl% both. It is tlyr floss I, ',wren education and
adult job success that ve are positing; at the c ore of the idea of creating

access to legitimate identity.

5. Community Ihuolz (went: The Moblim of Bureaucratic Insulation

A further problem of significance to di justice and coirecnonal sys-

tems is the insulation betveen such agencies that has resulted in the

gradual building up of technically efficient, professional bureaucracies.
Such institutions are too often far remo% ed from the neighborhoods they

are supposcd to sere e, and thus are vulnerable to being seen in the

neighborhood context sole)) in their coercive or negative iole. If police-

men, for example, are sc en and experienced only as per sons who give
traffic tickets, ssho tell young peoplo to "move on," or who "bust" them,

the presence of police can only mean trouble. Given this situation, it

requires little intelligence to realin that the epithet "pig" ma be a
natural outgrowth of problematic experiences. It will he difficult to have

fond feelings for an officer that in your experience has only brought pain.
The same situation holds true for the total correctional apparatus.

Their bureaucratic segieganon from local neighborhoods can only com-
plicate the process of reintegration of offenders. Therefore, procedures
need to be developed whereby local residents come to be imoled in
the correctional process, and thus conic to build some coirmitment to
the task of reducing and controlling yrnithful misconduct.

Past failure to dcwelop procedures that involve local residents in the

correctional process has had tragic cc)rsPquences. Some of these have
been painfully evident in costly prison rebellions, conducted mainly by

inmates from the minority ethnic and racial groups. With little excep-
tion the inmates inoled in these actions have been drawn from com-
munities in v hich enforcement, judicial, and correctional work are seen
as an activity of outsiders, of forces external to the life of the com-
munit. The per option if the criminal justice system as an alien force
contributes significanth to the sense of political powerlessness rampant
in minority group communities. This sense is unavoidably communicated

to those members of the c ommunity who become inok ed in criminal

offenses. It should hardly occasion surprise, therefore, if their response

to the inadequacies of prison regimes ir; expressed in "political" terms.
The current "politicaliiation" of minority group prison inmates re-

flects a sense of injustice widely shared in disachantaged communities."
The delinquent youth of these communities gain the impiession early in

their care -r-) that the sanctioning judgments imposed on them are those
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of an establish,. -t dominated by the nt.:-,rity gropi ; than those
of their own social .

i" e reinforcement of t.. pnpression on repeated contacts with the
law has .to effects. First, it impairs the deterrent effectit eness of jut elide
and criminal justice. Second, it provides a seemingly valid exculpatory
justification for offense,2" despite the fact that most arrests for jut enile
offense are initiated by the complaints of residents of their ow n minority
group communities." It is thus eident that the themes of political op-
pression stressed by minority group inmates of prisons contain both
spurious and t alid elements, and each ontributes enormously to the
problems of both inmates and correctional personnel.

These problems can he remedied only by . -during the insulation of
corrections and other justice agencies from tip minority communities
th:ough mechanisms that in olve local residents nore directly in the
activities of these agencies. This undertaking must fo ,n part of a wider
effort at the reconstruction of these communities design( -1 to create local
institutions and organisations endowed with the power t, deal directly
with the entire range of problems faced by their populate sits.

6. "Outward" Orientation of Corrections: The Task of Advo,icy
Following tht above analysis of suggested aspects of a youth de elop-

ment strategy, we now turn to the equally relevant issue of the twics
necessary to achieve such programs. From the allot e, one implication .s
that corrections must orient its work much inure externally. Specifically,
developmental effort must be expanded in work and educational arenasto create new programs which provide access to legitimate identities for
troublesome individuals.

Such a premise assumes that the correctional system cannot correct.
What becomes important, then, is that advocacy become a basic ingre-dient of correctional strategy. This advocacy is of two 0:pes individual
and system. The concept of individual advocacy is well established. Itis easy to accept the fact that part of a probation or parole officer's job
is to negotiate for re-entry of the offender into the educational or work
institutions on terms of equality with other incumbents.

System advocacy has been less well explored. The term is advanced
to make explicit the need for the juvenile justice system to exert pres-sures on other community systems. To use a specific illustration, the
process of crtating a new curriculum inside a school requires a very dif-
ferent process than talking with an individual teacher about difficultiesencountered by a probationer. It requires, for one, a theory or set of
guiding ideas about education and educational process, such a theory
perhaps being well remot ed from a correctional person's bat kgiound and
knowledge. Second, it demands that effective routes of access be devel-
oped, especially into those administrative let els that control curriculumlicensing.
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Howe%er complicated the problem of system adeocacy might seem, it

is an obeious necessity once an assiimptic. is made that correction de-
pends on a« ess to legitimacy. An additional component here is the ob-
%ions fact that the clientele of the justi( e and col rections system fonn

a weak constituency inside, say, the school. It goes without saying that
tioublemaking, dirciptie e students ill mil receive high priority in most
educational planning. Unless the correctional personnel assume leader-

ship. and engage in hat ec- ale calling system adeocacy, it is likely that
little ail be clone except to aggrae ate those educational malpractices
e,hich lock young persons into stigmatized and illegitimate identities.

7. Evaluation: Making the Case
To start a program to crate new forms of legitimate identity, with-

out some minimal commitment to evaluation and assessment, is tactical
suicide. The more a program suggests radical alternatives to existing

bureaucratic procedures ; as in such assumptions that corrections cannot

correct, or dumb kinds can learn), the more important it is to be able
to establish careful evaluation so that when the program is 0% er it is

possible to state what has been learned. Without delving into the com-
plexities of evaluation, what such assessment should yield is information
relating to the questions: what was the program, and whaE were its

effects? The evaluation should describe not only the effects, but identify

the specific program components and procedures of which the effects are

an outcome.

R. .;OME SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

How can the ideas from the above discussion be translated into action?

There are a number of actual possibilities. Which set of activities should
be undertaken will depend upon such factors as what kind of organiza-
tion is responsible for initiating the action, what other agencies can be
counted on to be cooperative, the power that the initiator has to move
his and other institutions.

A critical factor will have to do with the distinction made earlier be-
tween agencies that are concerned with official illegitimacy (police, courts
correctional agencies, parole) versus those that are responsible for estab-
lishing legitimate identities (schools, work, politics). Key to implementing
the strategy outlined here consists of linking up two sets of activities

which require quite different approaches, namely: (1) the diversion
of yocith from the justice-correctional system (which requires the alter-

ation of institutional policy somewhere in the nexus of police-court-
institution-parole system), while sitnultancousb, (2) developing educa-
tional or employment pi ogram alternatives which are basic to legitimacy

as we have defined it. An essential feature to bear in mind here is that
the part of the program which is about legitimacy must draw from a
widn population than "troubled" individuals if it is to avoid stigmatiz-
ing those involved.
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1. The Y.uth Setz a Bum au One \tat of orgaiiiiing ogi anis con-
sistent tt ith the ahrne guidelines might be to ut 111/i the ti ms tsoll. of
the Youth Sett es Bureau. Phis lye of agent 1(1 (1111111ellded in
the Crime Commission Repot t °du( id in the late I (46fts. A lin 11 noted

Tittle should he expanded use of c onlimmitt agencies for do ding
tt ith delinquents non Judi( tall) and ( lose to t, hell the s ire Cs( 01

«iminunitt at,( tic Is has set et al ad\ antages. It at olds the sfluina of
being plot essed In an ofiu la! agent egai ded bt the public as an
arm of ( rime «moot. It substitutt s lot official agi ni les ill gain/a-
nous better stilted for z edit ei *mg cmdui t. The use of lot.t1h spon-
sored or operated olganuations helir,litens the mminimitt 's .ot e-
ness of the need fru letreatton.tl. etoplot mem tun)/ Ing. and 0111(1
south elopmnt sett i«is. Ins olt einem of local testdettts htnr ts
greater apprei iat ion 01 the t omplexit) Of delinqin zits' pi 010,
thereby engendering the sense of public responsihditt that (maim al
support of progi ,1111 MIMICS:"

The Commission then ti commended that
An essential objei tit e in a community's (Plinquem t ono 01 .ind
pre\ ention plan should therefore be the establishment of a neLtil-
borhood youth -set mg agency, a Youth Sers u is Bt.1 eau. is ith a
broad range of '4 n It es and certain mandator functions Such an
agency idealk ttauld be located in a comptehenstt e «01111111m m.
center and \%0111d seas e both delinquent and nondelimpit zit south..
While some tele! rals to the Youth Services But eau ssonld 1101 -

mally ot iginate tsrth parents. schools, and other sources the bulls
of the referals (mild he expected to come from the police and the
juvenile court intake staff, and polite and tout t tt let t als should
have special statt.s in that the Youth Sets is 'S liule.ut tt mild he
requited to accept them all."

Sonic caution should be inn oduceo at this point tout tl Youth
Services Bureau concept. While the idea gloss dizectlt out of the idea
of diversion and is thus at least partially consistent l% ith the strategy
guidelines des eloped aho e, most of the You'd' Sett is .s Bill eau pto-
grams that has e es oh ed to date hase been cont ct ned fundamentally

ith providing one or anodic' form of clinical ot counseling set i«
to young pet sons "in nimble." That is to say, they hat e not pia( ed a
heat v emphasis on the (let elopmnt of piograms of trot oi v(111(.111011
which pi 05 ide access to sin ess xpericn«s tt hich budd up a sense of
legitimacy.

The Youth Sert ices 13tireati could sets e as a model atieuo t for link-
ing tip activities of these two kinds of agencies. It can pi ot ide the frame-
work wherein diversion is achiet ed. It ran pros ide both the institutional
locus and the resources to bring about new programs in si pools 01 in
the ttok ttorld. Perhaps a better tt at' of expiessin, the ide.1 is seeinci
the Youth Services Bin eau as a ruedt;( tt hi( h ptuntits the coretUOial
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institutions to moce ptogiam activities into the school work au-as of
action. Ploperls conceiced. in other words. this agency would occupy a
position minim het e between these two kinds of agencies, functioning
with a mandate to mien ene in both.

Concretely, what a Youth Sen ices Bureau in a gic en community
might do is to negotiate with school and work agencies to create program
«upc,nents such as:

1) "Se;/-ctudy" groups in the schools. whereby students and faculty come
together to analze and then deal with pralems that ate of concern
to students, such as drug use, zacial conflict, police-youth relations.

2) Special wog, !no/cc-if which would give young pet sons an oppor-
tunity to demonstrate their potential to contribute valued services to
the community. Examples would he: (a) youth-tutor-youth pro-
gramc, where oung persons of all ability levels would have a chance
to help younger children learn, b) drug education programs, where
adolescents take responsibility for educating both students end adultc
(parents, teachers) about the youthful drug use were, or ( c) crisis

centers, where young persons are made available tc, deal with a ange
of crises faced by }omit, including rumor control, drug problems, and
other eine-gencies faced by youth.

3) Youth oriented "new careers" programs, devoted to expanding the
potential of the new careers concepts so that they are applied to
youth, thus gaining access for youth to both jobs and alternative forms
of educational experiences.

4) Youth involvement program c, whereby the Youth Services Bureau
negotiates with a range of instm.tions and agencies (schools, school
boards, county commissions, city councils, private agencies) to pro-
vide for participation of oung people in decisions of these agencies,
especially in areas of public policy.

5) Community involvement piograinc, where the Bureau negotiates mech-
anisms at the neighborhood level for participation of adults in cor-
rectional and other agency functioning.

In thew five specific- instances the concept of legitimate identity is

fOulioning: it is in these areas that positive options ,tre being forged.
The Youth Services Bureau in the ordinary ease imist be organized to
handle some correctional tasks as well. Thus, it can become an agency
to which referrals can be made from official agencies (police, courts, or
institutions). thus accomplishing the task of diversion. If the Bureau has
developed the above position option types of programs. it can then in
turn refer the adolescent on to such activities as a tutoring or a drug
education program. The Youth Services Bureau then would serve in the
capacity of individual advocate for the adolescent, raising the young
person over the humps of experience that are to be anticipated in any case
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where young persons arc introduced into adult oriented and administeredagencies. It is in this context that much of the services of traditional
counseling programs can be provided.

This conception of the Youth Services Bureau sees the agency func-
tioning on a "bridge" between the correctional agencies on the one hand,
and the "legitimacy" agencies (school, work, politics) on the other. In
this view it becomes the vehicle of system advocacy, whereby the in-
terests of the correctional system have some chance to influence educa-
tional or employment systems such that the correctional clientele gain
access to success experiences.
Other Implementing Procedures. The strategic ideas outlined here arein no way limited to or fixed by the Youth Services Bureau concept.There are a number of other possible ways of playing out the strategy
in other contexts. Persons who are based in schools, for example, can on
their own develop self-study groups and a variety of adolescent work-
projects (such as tutoring), negotiating at the same time with juvenile
court staff or police to provide some placements in programs for youth
in trouble.

-

Persons located in a juvenile court setting can negotiate directly with
supportive teachers or principals to evolve tutoring, drug education, or
self-study programs in schools wherein some placement is reserved foryouth referred by the court. Persons worki,,g in institutions may face
difficulties simply from geographic isolation, but can carry out similar
negotiations.

What runs through all these is the perspective implied by this strategy
which, simply summarized, consists of the belief that young people, even
those in trouble, have something to offer, and that the community wail
benefit by creating ways for adolescents to provide some service and thus
develop feelings of belongingness, usefulness, and potency.
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V. SUMMARY

The principles suggested 'n the foregoing analytic are offered as a
set of guides in de% icing programs of youth development and delinquency
prevention. They may he summarised:

1. Delinquent behavior in the young has as its most general cause
their exclusion from socially acceptable, responsible, and therefore per-
sonally gratifying roles. While there may be wide %ariation in individual

capacity to withstand the strain and frustration of such exclusion, failure

to provide access to socially meaningful roles represents the fundamental
condition undeilying waywardness in the youth group.

2. Roles are made available to the young by the institutions in which

they participate. Institution is here,defined in the generic sense of estab-
lished arrangements for conducting' %alued societal functions. Each such

institution is constituted by a pattern of differentiated roles having a
specifiable design. These designs may vary with respect to their capacity

to allocate to their membership roles elic,ting strong identification with
the goals and values of the institution.

3. With respect to the problem of delinquency, the critical matter in
institutional role allocation is the acquisition of roles imparting to the
individual a legitimate identity. The latter type of role has the effect of
creating in the person a firm attachment to the aims, Nalues. and norms

(rules and regulations) of the institutions, and of sharply reducing the
probability of his involvement in delinquent activity.

4. Since roles are a product of institutional design and procedure, and
since obstruction to a favorable course of youth development arises from

failure to provide roles creating legitimate identity, a rational strategy
of delinquency reduction and control must address the task of institu-
tional change. It is clearly implied that the changes sought should he those

capable of expanding the range of roles generating legitimate identity in

young persons.

5. Among the institutions significant in the lives of young persons
during the period of maximum vulnerability to delinquency and/or with-
drawal, the school is of central importance. Delinquency is distinctively

a problem of the adolescent period. Deficits in soemli7ation attributable
to faulty family experience may produce any of a wide variety of per-
sonal or social problems. Whether these deficits result in delinquent be-

havior depends on the course of adolescent experience. As the school,

specifically the secondary school. is the "institutional home" of the adoles-

cent in the structure of modern society, it constitutes the primary locus
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of adolescent experience. Consequently, in its focus on institutional change,
the proposed stiateg\ specifies the educational institution as its primary
target.

6. The process through which illegitimate identities are formed and
a con ?nitment to delinquent activity arises among adolescents is best
understood by contract with the formation and maintenance of legitimate
identit ) by adults. Rates of crime for adults are substantially lower than
those br adolescents. Adult status is characterized by opportunity for
relatively meaningful participation in the economic and political activities
of society. Utilization of such opportunity imparts a sense of competence
and power and reduces alienation from the values and norms of basic
societal institutions. Cut eff from opportunity for similar participation
by radical confinement to the milieu of the school, adolescents are sig-
nificantly less like]) to develop feelings of competence, of power, of
usefulness. The presence of these elements of experierce fosters the for-
mation of legitimate identity. their absence creates alie. ation and fosters
the formation of illegitimate identity.

7. The tie of the young person to the school as his "institutional home"
is maintained and reinforced by (a) the direct rewards of approval for
valued academic and social performance; and (b) by the indirect rewards
of a credible promise of a desirable occupational future. Those adole:
cnts whose interests, capacities, and talents are not engaged by ties
standard curriculum format are denied the rewards of current approval
and of future promise, arc thereby placed into a situation of drift with
respect to the s aloes and norms of the school, undergo loss of a sense
of their legitimacy as persons, and become vulnerable to des iant and
delinquent conduct expressive of discontent and rebellion.

8. Young persons whose controlling ties to the school have been u c'ak-
ened, who thereby acquire a history of misbehavior, becoming subject
to the repeated intervention of th. juvenile justice system, are rendered
increasingly vulnerable to delinquency through a process of building up
of stigmatizing labels. Repeated exposure lo official treatment with its
imposition of restrictions on normal activity tends to promote the deselop-
ment of an illegitimate identity, which in turn forms the basis for re-
peated infraction. The resulting escalation of stigma entangles the person
in a web of sell-fulfilling prophecy which becomes increasingl difficultto escape.

9. 7'o cope with this problem it is necessary to arvelop mechanisms
to divert troublesome youth from the juvenile justice system. To be effec-
tive, these mechanisms should be designed to increase youth participation
in activities that forge legitimate identities by (a) avoiding their segre-
gation into groups made up solely of stigmatized and troubled individ-
uals, and 1bl enlarging their opportunities, as members of "mixed"
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groups, for involvement in school, work, community projects, political
activity, and family life. Such activities, lying outside the correctional
system, build a commitment to conformity.

10. An important secondary target of institutional change is the juve-

nile con-ections system itself, whose bureaucratic insulation from the com-

munities of its clients impairs its effectiveness. Because of their insula-
tion, agents of juvenile justice are perceived as an alien, external, and

hostile force without legitimating support from community leaders and

other sources of local influence. The remedy lies in (a) creating a role
for local community leadership in the administration of juvenile justice;

and (b) inducing the agents of juvenile corrections to engage in "system
advocacy," whereby they exert pressure on a variety of community in-
stitutions, perhaps notably the school system, to so alter their procedures

as to enhance opportunities for their clients to develop a commitment to

conformity.
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